Land Management Report
January 27, 2007
As Chairman of the TCC Land Management, I would like to recognize the following for
their help, contributions and the tasks accomplished since last Activity Weekend:
Frank and Ray for the donation and installation of a fire extinguisher in the Pole Barn
dressing room.
Dale for the donation of carpet squares for the Bunkhouse and TCC trailer
Thank you to the following for their accomplishments at the Last Activity Weekend:
Ken Witt for removing the majority of the cut down tree brush between the Pole Barn and
Kitchen.
To everyone involved in removing the remaining brush last Activity Weekend and to Bill
Carey for burning of the tree brush
John Szewczyk who installed a new can crusher donated by Dale Arndt
John Szewczyk, Brian Epperson, Frank Manko, Doug Ford, Johnny Reyes for their
assistance in the dropping of the tarps around the Kitchen and Pole Barn.
Frank Manko and Doug Ford for their assistance in the construction of an entrance door
on the coffee maker end of the kitchen
Tom Simmons for the donation and installation of a new light in the parking lot
John Szewczyk for providing and installing a new bulletin board on the shower building
Projects currently in progress:
Peter Reid currently building the Casual Camper kiosk across from Seth’s trailer
Tom Simmons who is currently working on increasing the electrical capacity in the tent
area and to the compound
The water line is currently being run to the Landsite. There still needs to more run on
each end of what has already been run.
Future Projects:
A presentation of some Cleaning Station designs will be given by Ed Crain.
Plans for running a water line up to the Chicken Ranch along with an electrical line.
Needing immediate attention:
A recommendation for everyone having an established site to have a fire extinguisher
available and ensure they are in good working order.

Respectively submitted,
Dale Arndt, Chairman
Land Management Committee
Texas Conference of Clubs

